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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: - 

Read the following instructions carefully and follow them: 
i. The question paper contains 10 questions. All questions are compulsory. 
ii. Question paper is divided into four sections- Section A, B, C and D. 

iii. Section A - Questions no. 1 to 5 are Multiple Choice type questions. Each question carries of 1 mark. 
iv. Section B - Questions no. 6 and 7 are Very Short Answer type questions. Each question carries of 2 

mark. Answer   to these questions should not exceed 40 words. 
v. Section C - Questions no. 8 and 9 are Short Answer type questions. Each question carries of 3 mark. 

Answer   to these questions should not exceed 60 words. 
vi. Section D - Question no. 10 is the Long Answer Type question of 5 marks. Answer   to this question 

should not exceed 120 words. 
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SET-2 

 SECTION – A 
 

 

1.  Assertion(A): The history of many places shows us how many different cultural influences have  
  helped to shape life and culture there.  
Reason(R): Regions became very diverse because of their unique histories. 

a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 
b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 
c) A is true but R is false. 
d) A is false but R is true. 

 

1 

2.  The palm leaves were cut into pages and tied together to make books. Identify these books from 
the following options: 

a) Rigveda 
b) Manuscripts 
c) Inscriptions 
d) Archaeology 

 

1 

3.  Match the columns and choose the correct alternative in the context of solar system: 
 

Column I Column II 

A. Moon i. System of stars 

B. Earth ii. Closest celestial body to Earth 

C. Galaxy iii. Celestial body that moves around planets 

D. Satellite iv. Third nearest planet to Sun 

a) A-iv, B-i, C-ii, D-iii     
b) A-ii, B-iv, C-i, D-iii 
c) A-ii, B-iii, C-i, D-iv     
d) A-iii, B-iv, C- ii, D-i 
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4.   What activity is the woman in the image engaged 

in? 
a) Spinning 
b) Weaving 
c) Printing 
d) Dyeing 

 
 
 
 
 

1 

5.  Which statement from the following is incorrect about the Pole Star? 
a) The North star indicates the north direction.  
b) The Pole Star is also known as the North Star.  
c) The Pole Star changes its position in the sky over time.  
d) The position of the Pole Star can be located with the help of the Saptarishi. 

 

1 

 SECTION – B 
 

 

6.  Compare Ladakh and Kerala based on their food and occupation. 
 

2 

7.  What are the two characteristics that make Earth a unique planet? 
 

2 

 SECTION – C 
 

 

8.  "Unity in Diversity" is a suitable way to describe India? Provide any three reasons to support your 
answer. 
 

3 

9.  List any three characteristics of asteroids. 
OR 

 
What is Diversity? Provide any two ways of how diversity enriches our lives. 
 

3 

 SECTION – D 
 

 

10.  Explain any five reasons behind the movements of people from one location to another. 
 

5 

 OR 
 

 

 Elaborate on any five evidences that indicate people practised settled agriculture. 
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